With the growth of social media platforms in recent years, social media is now a major source of information and news for many people around the world. In particular the rise of hashtags have helped to build communities of discussion around particular news, topics, opinions, and ideologies. However, television news programs still provide value and are used by a vast majority of the population to obtain their news, but these videos are not easily linked to broader discussion on social media. We have built a novel pipeline that allows television news to be placed in its relevant social media context, by leveraging hashtags. In this paper, we present a method for automatically collecting television news and social media content (Twitter) and discovering the hashtags that are relevant for a TV news video. Our algorithms incorporate both the visual and text information within social media and television content, and we show that by leveraging both modalities we can improve performance over single modality approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Social media platforms are a primary source of news information for many users. Twitter, in particular, is one of the most popular social media platform for news consumption and dissemination. Indeed, information about an event is often first posted on Twitter, oftentimes through first hand accounts of a news event. After this an engaging discussion is then added to and commented on by news agencies or other media outlets. Twitter users are often very active and post their opinions about news event by posting new tweets or reposting the existing popular tweets, enabling quick and wide spread dissemination of any information deemed valuable. To help build a conversation around a particular event, topic, or idea, Twitter users link their tweets to a subject by using hashtags. A hashtag, is a short word or acronym preceded by the "#" sign. Hashtags can then be searched easily within social media sites, making it simple to quickly obtain cogent information about a possibly very narrow topic or opinion in an efficient manner. This is the simplest way Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
MM '16, October 15 -19, 2016 , Amsterdam, Netherlands Table 1 : Examples of found hashtags for a set of news programs using our multimodal algorithm. Hashtags in red were found predominantly using our text pipeline, and those in blue were found using predominantly visual pipelines.
Frame from video
Found hashtags #politics, #trump2016, #realdonaldtrump, #goptownhall, #votetrumpsc #politics, #dumptrump, #realdonaldtrump, #gopdebate #iphone, #apple, #cybersecurity to link related content into threads on social media platforms. As the discussion grows and evolve, different hashtags can be used in relation to a subject and the meaning of some hashtags may not be obvious given only the hashtag. Twitter users often like to use short hashtags due to the restriction on the number of characters in a tweet. Thus, to engage efficiently in the discussion requires some understanding of the hashtags related to a subject. Although social media platforms have become major sources of news, especially for young people, traditional TV news still provides a unique value to customers. The news videos usually provide rich video footage and professional commentators' opinion which many not be covered by social media. Twitter attracts attentions from major news agencies and TV channels as it can provide an increased reach for their content. However, the content from TV broadcasts has to be properly integrated in the social media context in order to maximize this reach. By linking the broadcast news videos to hashtags, we let Twitter users have easy access to high quality content and can help TV news channels with a unique opportunity to reach a much wider audience. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We present a pipeline and algorithms for automatically collecting social media and television news video and linking hashtags used on Twitter to the videos.
• We show improved performance for linking hashtags to television news when leveraging a multimodal approach over single visual or text modalities, demonstrating the importance of taking into account multiple modalities for this task.
RELATED WORKS
Twitter is one of the largest and fastest paced information channels on the Internet. For example, during the 2011 Tohoku earthquake information traveled throughout Twitter incredibly fast [19, 7] . Thanks to its rich amount and quick spreading of information, Twitter data attracts researchers from many different areas. Twitter data can be used to predict and respond to customers' complaints [10, 16] , to predict election results, gather and spread breaking news, and even crime prediction [24] .
An interesting and challenging problem using Twitter data is event detection and tracking. Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) is a traditional research topic, which focus on finding events and linking documents to the related event in broadcast news streams [26, 25, 1] . However, TDT on twitter data faces new challenges due to the limited number of characters used in twitter messages and also the large number of noise and meaningless messages on twitter [9] . Several advanced methods have been developed recently to address the event detection and tracking problem on twitter data, to detect unspecified types of events [20, 18, 17] , or discover predefined types of events from twitter messages [19, 4, 15] .
Hashtags are used by social media users to convey an idea, event or feeling that is associated with a post. Recently, researchers have worked on automatically tagging a user's images with hashtags based on their user specific information [6, 2, 3] . In this application, we use hashtags [22, 5, 21, 23, 8] to organize tweets as topics and link them to broadcasting TV news events.
DATA COLLECTION
In this section we will describe the collection of data used for this work. We have collected a large scale multimodal dataset from twitter and broadcast news videos. The data that we have collected consists of content from the dates of 02/15/2016 -02/24/2016.
Video news
To collect our set of video news programs we have built a recording infrastructure that automatically processes 100 hours of broadcast television news per day [13] . We begin by segmenting each of the full television programs into smaller semantically coherent segments that tend to be between 1-8 minutes long, and consist of one distinct topic. This segmentation is done using multimodal inputs, such as audio silence, anchor scenes, and text cues [11] . We have collected 3823 videos from this time window that should be used for matching to social media hashtags. Each of the videos include the closed caption transcripts that are associated with the video, and these are used for text matching.
Tweets
We collect tweets from the same 02/15/2016-02/24/2016 timeframe. To perform our tweet collection we have set up an infrastructure for downloading and crawling the freely available twitter public stream 1 . The Twitter public stream is a random sampling of the full twitter dataset, and therefore should be a reasonable representation of all of the information that flows through Twitter. The information from the public stream is returned in json formatted strings, and each tweet representation can consist of but is not limited to the following categories: images, videos, text, hashtags, usernames, geotags, timepoints, retweet status. Any tweets that did not contain hashtags were not used in our dataset. The collection statistics of our full dataset can be seen in Table 2 . We can see that our dataset has over 2 million tweets, and more than 1 million images.
1 https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/public 
VIDEO HASHTAGGING
In this section we will detail the algorithms and pipeline that we have used for processing the videos. Our goal is to link hashtags collected from Twitter to our video dataset. When attempting to process information on Twitter and in other microblogging formats, the information contained in one piece of information (tweet, post, etc.) tends to be very sparse, due to the small nature of each particular instance compared to the entire search space of the whole dataset. To solve this issue we have developed a framework that helps to densify the representation of social media data. Hashtags represent the idea, content, and feeling of a particular post and are therefore important for posting and searching social media. We thus organize all our Twitter content into hashtag representations.
We develop the following framework and representation for a hashtag. The i th hashtag in our dataset is represented by a vector of the words (H w i ) that are contained in tweets that have been marked with this hashtag. The images that are from tweets with this hashtag are represented as the set, (H v i ). We read over each of the tweets in our dataset, and augment the representation for each (H w i ) using the words from the tweet if a hashtag appears in that particular tweet. Through this approach, we are able to build a dense representation for each hashtag based on all of the tweets that contain the hashtag. This allows for a more complete and robust representation of a topic than standard tweet-only approaches. We discard any hashtags that do not contain at least 300 tweets or at least 50 images as we are looking for popular hashtags. We represent the video news segments with a set of subsampled frames appearing in the segment (V 
Text modalities
In this section we will describe how we link hashtags to broadcast news using text content. In our text matching frameworks we use unigram text features. In this work we have implemented two separate but related pipelines for performing text mapping. First, we have implemented a classic bag of words mapping pipeline that leverages the words that appear in each hashtag and the transcript for each video. This method, which we refer to as "bag-of-words", tends to work well for hashtags that have densely sampled our word vocabulary. However, for hashtags that have fewer tweets the bag of words representation can be quite sparse, and this can cause spurious matches to video transcripts. Therefore, to overcome this issue we have developed a novel pipeline for matching hashtag text to video transcript. Our second method, which we will call "hashtag-probing" relies on first finding the most important words for each particular hashtag, and then using these words as a "probe" to find which videos contain information associated with this hashtag.
Bag-of-Words
For the "bag-of-words" representation of hashtags, we first filter all stopwords and words from our vocabulary that do not have at least 30 occurrences within our dataset. This filtering aims at removing words that appear only sparsely in social media. After this filtering our vocabulary size is 30, 845.
Let our
where n is the number or words in our vocabulary, and c ik represents the frequency of the k'th term of the vocabulary w ik in the i'th hashtag. We build similarly the representation for the j'th video transcript, represented by V c j , using the same vocabulary as generated from our hashtags. We compute the idf weight of each word over all of the hashtags, and then apply a tf-idf weighting scheme on both the transcript representations and hashtags representations. Finally, we define the bag of words scoring function as the cosine similarity between the two tf-idf transformed vectors.
Hashtag-Probing
We begin by finding the most relevant k unigram terms from all words associated with a hashtag, H w i . To accomplish this, we use tf-idf with logarithmic weighting over each term in the vector to represent each hashtag, which can be seen below,
where df ht (w ik ) is the number of hashtags this word appears in. We then take the top-k magnitude terms to represent each hashtag.
In our experiments we set k to 40, and we represent the 40 probeterms in used for this hashtag as H pr i . Finally, we have developed the following hashtag scoring function representing how closely a hashtag relates to a given transcript:
where V w j is the set of words that appear in the j'th video transcript, tx is a word in the transcript, and I H pr i is an indicator function that denotes if tx appears in H pr i . We will compare this methodology to the "bag-of-words" approach in Sec. 5.
Visual modalities
In addition to the use of text analysis detailed above, we are looking into finding similarities between the broadcast news videos and the visual content posted on social media. We rely on three different types of representation: full images, faces and mid-level patterns. We detail in this section how each representation is computed and used to obtain a similarity score between videos and hashtags.
Full image matching
We first are looking for video frames and images posted on social media that may be depicting the same scene. We extract a global descriptor from each image in our dataset, either video frames or social media images. We decided to use the pre-trained hybrid-CNN model [30] , which follows Caffe reference network architecture and has been trained on both the ImageNet and Places datasets, as it is a generic global feature able to cope with the variations of scene that can be depicted in news video and in images posted on social media. The hybridCNN feature of an image is extracted from the fc7 layer and lies in R 4096 . The hybridCNN features are l2-normalized and compared with Euclidean distances. 
where tF is a threshold on the distance set to 0.6 in our experiments, v 
Face matching
A topic or event is often heavily related to a small set of key persons. When analyzing the visual content, the most reliable information to identify people are their faces. Face bounding boxes are obtained through the face detector NPD [14] run on all the keyframes of the videos and on all images of hashtags selected for visual matching. Each bounding box is then described by a binary code of 512 bits, enabling fast face matching computation using the hamming distance. We trained a deep network for face classification on the CASIA Webface dataset [27] . We use the architecture defined in [27] , with one additional fully connected layer of 512 nodes with sigmoid activation, namely the "hash layer" between the pool5 and fc6 layers. Given a cropped face image using the NPD bounding box, we extract the activations of the hash layer and binarize it by thresholding the output at 0.5. An example of face match obtained is given in Figure 1 . The face similarity S f a (H f a i , V f a j ) between a hashtag i and a video j is defined similarly as Eq. (4) but restricted to the single best match using the hamming distance and setting the face acceptance threshold (t f ) to 0.2.
Image Pattern Matching
Visual patterns are discriminative and representative image patches in a given image set. Visual patterns are often used as mid level image feature representation in image retrieval and classification tasks [28, 29] . We follow the pipeline proposed in [12] to discover visual patterns in the images associated with each hashtag. Visual patterns are aggregated to form a pattern bank. We then detect visual patterns from all images in twitter and all frames in news videos. Each image or frame is represented by the set of visual patterns which are detected in it. The similarity of a twitter hashtag and video is defined as the Jaccard similarity between their detected pattern sets, where V pa j is the patterns extracted from the j th video, and H pa k are the patterns extracted from the k th hashtag, see below. Only hashtags with similarity values higher than 0.25 are considered.
Spa(V
pa i , H pa k ) = P V pa i ∩ P H pa k P V pa i ∪ P H pa k .(5)
Multimodal Fusion
Each of our particular matching methods have strength and weaknesses to link hashtags to the video content. Some hashtags may have iconic images but few tweets, hence having sparse text representations that are hard to match, but may match well using the visual modalities. Leveraging a combination of each methods should provide a performance gain over one single approach. We include a normalizing constant for each component so that the each of the scoring functions produce results of similar magnitudes for their best matches. Therefore, we propose the following linear combination of our 5 scoring functions, to obtain the final multi-modal score Smm(H k , Vi):
where the α * are normalization weights estimated from all hashtags as αpr =
, and αF =
as the full image matching is the noisiest modality. Note that these weights are video specific. 5. EXPERIMENTS
Experimental setting
To evaluate the performance of our hashtagging algorithms we have annotated part of our dataset with relevant hashtags for each video. To obtain a very high recall of relevant hashtags for each video, we return all hashtags that are possible candidates according to any of our modalities. For example, we return all hashtags for which a word in the transcript can be found in the set of words of our hashtag probing algorithm. We obtain a large set of possible hashtags for each video to be pruned through manual annotation.
A hashtag is considered "relevant" to a video if the tweets and concepts behind the hashtag are closely related to the video content. We have developed a website for annotation in which the annotators can search tweets and photos from a hashtag, and then can decide if the hashtag is relevant for the given video. We annotated 47 news segments across a variety of different topics, and over 30 different news programs. We use mAP@K as our evaluation metric for the performance of our hashtagging algorithms. We present results for K equal to 1, 2, 3, and 5 as we are only looking for a small set of relevant hashtags.
Results
We can see the results from our methods in Table. 3. The text based methods have the highest performance for this task, which makes sense as a large portion of news is text-based. Our probing method performs better than the standard BoW approach for the top results in our retrieved hashtags. Whereas, the BoW method begins performing better when comparing hashtags we are not as confident about i.e. that are lower in the retrieved hashtag results. The visual content can also do a reasonable job of finding and predicting hashtags for videos, especially the face matching approach that gives the best visual mAP@1 performance and the pattern based approach which can find important local image patches within hashtags and then find these patches in the news frames.
However, our multimodal method performs the best across each of the different levels of mAP evaluation. The visual and text information are indeed complementary in nature for this task, which leads to improved performance, examples are shown in Table 1 . With the high precision of our method we could enable a TV news channel to link their video content to social media discussions.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new research challenge of linking television video content to its proper context within social media using hashtags. Our approach demonstrates the value of leveraging the visual and text modalities within both television and social media as they bring disparate but complimentary information for this task. We believe that automatically leveraging hashtags to place traditional media in its social media context is a useful and important challenge. We plan to extend the annotation and release our dataset in the future to foster research on this problem.
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